Radio Frequency Identification

Asset Management

MANAGE YOUR ASSETS AND INVENTORY QUICKLY WITH PADtrax.
Whether you have expensive equipment, computers or
important documents and files, chances are a lot of labor
hours are being deployed to conduct manual or bar-coded
audits. With PADtrax RFID, you can literally walk into a
space, point, and have an instant inventory.

If you answer “no” to any of these questions,
RFID may be for you:
•
•
•
•

While some organizations have older bar code systems
installed, RFID works better than barcodes. A significant
advantage of RFID technology is an RFID tag does not
need to be positioned precisely relative to the scanner.
This eliminates the need for multiple “swipes,” or
worse- manual entry when a swipe does not work. This
is why RFID is superior to bar code technologies.
Barcoding

Are you able to quickly locate ALL of your assets?
Can you take a full inventory in minutes?
Can you track and locate assets from office to office?
Is asset counting by hand good enough for your agency?

ABC123

RFID

Line of Sight

Read from a Distance

Read one-at-a-time

Read many-at-a-time

Manual

Passive or Semi-Passive

(Human Performance)

(No human effort required)

When it comes to accounting for your items, you need PADtrax.

An asset management system for any size or
type of organization.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easily deployed
Browser-based
Enhances asset management efficiencies
Reduces operating costs
Prevents and finds misplaced items
Controls asset locations
Automates archiving & retention/life cycle
management of items
Attach pictures, videos, documents

PADtrax optimizes the ability of staff to access the
information needed– when they need it-enhancing
productivity, customer service, and even safety.

AVOID RISK
Can you see assets moving from point-to-point
in REAL TIME?

ACCURATE AND EFFICIENT
Institutions can shave hundreds of hours off their time
spent tracking and accounting for asset status and
location of items. Having up-to-date, accurate
inventory data simplifies the process of reporting for
both internal use and regulatory compliance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset depreciation tracking
Warranty end dates
Inventory and equipment physicals
Rotational inventory (location)
Changes to equipment status (out for service)
Consumable inventories (medications, first aid items

PADtrax Asset Management Solutions
deliver greater than 99% discovery accuracy,
and up to 95% reduction in labor costs. You
can’t afford to ignore it.

PADtrax: The world’s first customer designed
RFID Asset Management system.
RFID: WHO USES IT AND WHY?

LAW ENFORCEMENT:
Vests, uniforms, flashlights,
radios, ammo and firearmsvaluable assets law enforcement
agencies need to track and
account for, whether on a shelf
or in the field.

MUNICIPALITIES:
This includes city/county
offices, Clerk of Courts, Tax
Assessors, Morgues and other
municipal entities. Tracking
computers, mobile devices
and original signed
documents such as case files
and court documents are an
urgent requirement.

SCHOOLS & LIBRARIES:
Computers, desks, chairs, booksschools and libraries need to
keep track of assets which are
temporarily “assigned” to
individuals throughout the year,
but must be inventoried at
designated intervals.

CITY UTILITY SERVICES:
Fleet inventory, survey
equipment, tools and field
assets tend to move around
a lot, and need a reliable
method for tracking.

FIRE DEPARTMENTS:
Daily equipment checks and
spot inventory locates rig
equipment, medical supplies,
and personal gear. Quickly
establishes engine readiness.
Maintains accurate audits of
equipment and it’s cycle-in
date to support department’s
NFPA rating.

HEALTHCARE &
PHARMACIES:
From medical equipment to
scheduled drugs and
controlled substances,
pharmacies have an urgent
need for accuracy of inventory
and reporting.

Is your organization ready to deploy RFID and reap
the advantages? Contact us today for a free consultation.
C & A Associates, Inc.
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